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SPECTRAL ALGORITHMS FOR TENSOR COMPLETION
ANDREA MONTANARI AND NIKE SUN
Abstract. In the tensor completion problem, one seeks to estimate a low-rank tensor based on
a random sample of revealed entries. In terms of the required sample size, earlier work revealed a
large gap between estimation with unbounded computational resources (using, for instance, tensor
nuclear norm minimization) and polynomial-time algorithms. Among the latter, the best statistical
guarantees have been proved, for third-order tensors, using the sixth level of the sum-of-squares
(sos) semidefinite programming hierarchy (Barak and Moitra, 2014). However, the sos approach
does not scale well to large problem instances. By contrast, spectral methods — based on unfolding
or matricizing the tensor — are attractive for their low complexity, but have been believed to require
a much larger sample size.
This paper presents two main contributions. First, we propose a new unfolding-based method,
which outperforms naive ones for symmetric k-th order tensors of rank r. For this result we make
a study of singular space estimation for partially revealed matrices of large aspect ratio, which may
be of independent interest. For third-order tensors, our algorithm matches the sos method in terms
of sample size (requiring about rd3{2 revealed entries), subject to a worse rank condition (r  d3{4
rather than r  d3{2). We complement this result with a different spectral algorithm for third-order
tensors in the overcomplete (r ě d) regime. Under a random model, this second approach succeeds
in estimating tensors of rank d ď r  d3{2 from about rd3{2 revealed entries.
1. Introduction
Tensors are increasingly ubiquitous in a variety of statistics and machine learning contexts. Many
datasets are arranged according to the values of three or more attributes, giving rise to multi-way
tables which can be interpreted as tensors [Mør11]. For instance, consider the collaborative filtering
problem in which a group of users provide feedback on the episodes of a certain number of television
shows, over an extended time interval. The data is indexed by three attributes — user id, show
id, and episode broadcast time — so it is presented as a three-way table (which is a tensor). A
second example comes from high-dimensional applications of the moment method [HKZ12]: the
k-th moments of a multivariate distribution are naturally encoded by a k-fold tensor. Some other
applications include image inpainting [LMWY13], hyperspectral imaging [LL10, SVdPDMS11], and
geophysical imaging [KSS13].
In many applications, the underlying tensor T is only partially observed, and it is of interest
to use the observed entries to impute the missing ones. This is the tensor completion problem.
Clearly, completion is plausible only if the underlying tensor T is sufficiently structured: it is
standard to posit that it has low rank, and is incoherent with respect to standard basis vectors.
These assumptions are formalized in a few non-equivalent ways in the existing literature; we review
some of these below. We assume an underlying order-k tensor, T P pRdqbk — it is a k-way array,
with entries Tu indexed by u P rdsk where rds ” t1, . . . , du. Our basic structural assumption is that
T has low rank in the sense that it is expressible as a sum of r pure tensors:
T “
ÿ
sďr
ap1qs b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apkqs . (1)
This paper proposes methods for completing T from n observed entries, and investigates the mini-
mum number n (as a function of k, d, r) required for a non-trivial estimator.
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1.1. Related work. There is already a substantial literature on tensor completion, and we survey
here some of the main ideas that have emerged.
Non-polynomial estimators. Motivated by the success of methods for matrix completion based on
nuclear norm relaxations [CR09, Gro11], several papers have studied estimators based on a suitable
definition of tensor nuclear norm [YZ15, YZ16]. This tensor norm is np-hard to evaluate [FL16] and
therefore this approach does not lead to practical algorithms. Nevertheless these studies provide
useful information on the minimum number n of entries required to reconstruct T with unbounded
computational resources. In particular, it was proved [YZ16] that it suffices to have
n ě Cdplog dq2 max
"
pr‘,maxqk´1, pr‘,maxqpk´1q{2d1{2
*
,
with r‘,max the multilinear (or Tucker) rank of T . Here we use C to denote a constant that can
depend on various incoherence parameters; in later sections we will make such factors explicit. The
definition of r‘,max is reviewed below; we comment also that r
1{pk´1q ď r‘,max ď mintd, ru (see (8)).
Information-theoretic considerations also indicate that
n ě Crd (2)
entries are necessary — indeed, the number of parameters required to specify a tensor T P pRdqbk
of rank r is of order rd (we treat k as a constant throughout).
Tensor unfolding. At the opposite extreme, tensor unfolding gives access to very efficient matrix
completion algorithms. For integers a, b ě 1 with a` b “ k, a tensor T P pRdqbk can be unfolded
into a da ˆ db matrix. Formally, the unfolding operation is a linear map
unfoldaˆb : pRdqbk Ñ Rdaˆdb , T ÞÑ X
where Xi,` “ Tu for i P rdsa, ` P rdsb, and u “ pi, `q P rdsk. One can then apply matrix completion
algorithms — e.g. spectral methods, or convex relaxations — to X, which is sometimes called the
da ˆ db matricization of T . Supposing without loss that a ď b, results in the matrix completion
literature [Gro11, Rec11] imply exact reconstruction with
n ě Crdbplog dq2 . (3)
This remark has been applied several times (e.g. [THK10, TSHK11, LMWY13, GRY11]). It seems
to suggest two practically important consequences: (i) the unfolding should be made “as square as
possible” by taking a “ tk{2u and b “ rk{2s [MHWG14]; and (ii) unfolding-based algorithms are
fundamentally limited to a sample size n ě Crdrk{2s, due to the limitations of matrix completion
— this has been suggested by several authors [YZ15, YZ16, BM15], and is further discussed below.
One of the main purposes of this paper is to revisit this last insight.
Semidefinite programming hierarchies. In terms of the number n of observed entries required, the
above results indicate a large gap between information-theoretic limits (2) on the one hand, and
the requirements of spectral algorithms (3) on the other. Motivated by this gap, Barak and Moitra
[BM15] considered the sum-of-squares (sos) hierarchy to design a more powerful polynomial-time
algorithm for this problem.
Without entering into the details, the tensor completion problem can be naturally phrased as a
polynomial optimization problem, to which the sos framework is particularly suited. It defines a
hierarchy of semidefinite programming (sdp) relaxations, indexed by a degree ` which is a positive
even integer. The degree-` relaxation requires solving a sdp where the decision variable is a d`{2ˆd`{2
matrix; this can be done in time Opd5`{2q by interior-point methods [Ali95]. The sos hierarchy is the
most powerful sdp hierarchy. It has attracted considerable interest because it matches complexity-
theoretic lower bounds in many problems [BS14].
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Barak and Moitra consider the completion problem for a tensor T of order k “ 3, along with a
slightly different notion of rank r‹pT q. (It is a relaxation of the tensor nuclear norm of T , which
in turn can be viewed as a relaxation of the rank rpT q [FL16].) The main result of [BM15] is that
the degree-6 level of the sos hierarchy succeeds in completing a tensor of order k “ 3 from
n ě Cpr‹q2d3{2plog dq4 (4)
entries. Under additional randomness assumptions, it is proved that
n ě Crd3{2 polylogpdq (5)
entries suffice. Considering the case of bounded rank, the [BM15] result improves (for k “ 3) over
earlier results (3) obtained by unfolding, which required n ě Crd2plog dq2. At the same time it is far
from the information-theoretic bound (2), and this remaining gap may be of a fundamental nature:
the authors present evidence to suggest that condition (4) is nearly-optimal among polynomial-time
algorithms.
1.2. Main contributions. Let us emphasize that the degree-6 sos relaxation requires solving
an sdp for a matrix of dimensions d3 ˆ d3. This can be done in polynomial time, but practical
implementations would hardly scale beyond d “ 20. For this reason we interpret the results of
[BM15] as opening (rather than closing) a search for fast tensor completion algorithms. With this
motivation, we present the following results in this paper:
Improved unfolding-based estimator. We consider the completion problem for symmetric tensors
of general order k ě 3, and propose a new estimator which is based on spectral analysis of the
unfolded tensor. We show that our estimator succeeds in completing the tensor given
n ě Crdk{2 polylogpdq (6)
revealed entries, subject to r ď rmaxpd; kq (see (11)). The main input to this result is the following
observation. For d1 ˆ d2 matrices with d1 ď d2, it is well known that completion is impossible, by
any means, unless n rd2. (This was noted for example by [CT10] — consider the d1ˆ d2 matrix
X whose i-th row is given by vrir{d1s, for random vectors v1, . . . , vr P Rd2 .) However, we show that
the column space can be estimated with fewer entries, namely n ě rpd1d2q1{2 polylogpd2q.
Previous unfolding-based methods have essentially performed matrix completion on the unfolded
tensor, a daˆ db matrix. As we noted above, if a ď b this necessitates n rdb, which is essentially
matched by (3). By contrast, our algorithm only seeks to estimate the column space of the unfolding,
which requires fewer revealed entries, n  rdpa`bq{2 “ rdk{2. Given our estimate of the singular
space, we then take advantage of the original tensor structure to estimate the missing entries.
Overcomplete three-tensors. For symmetric tensors of order k “ 3 we can compare our unfolding
algorithm with the sos algorithm of [BM15]. Even with crude methods for matrix operations, the
unfolding algorithm takes at most Opd5q time, as opposed to Opd15q for degree-6 sos (using generic
sdp solvers). Neglecting logarithmic factors, our result matches theirs in the required sample size
((5) versus (6)), but with a significantly worse rank condition: we require r  d3{4 whereas sos
succeeds up to r  d3{2. Indeed, for third-order tensors which are overcomplete (rank r ě d),
we do not expect that any unfolding-based method can succeed — the d ˆ d2 unfolding can have
rank at most d, and will fail to capture the rank-r tensor structure. Instead, we complement our
unfolding algorithm with a more specialized spectral algorithm, which is specifically intended for
overcomplete three-tensors; the runtime is Opd6q. In a certain random tensor model, we show
that this second method can succesfully estimate three-tensors from n rd3{2 revealed entries, for
d ď r  d3{2. In the design and analysis of this method we were inspired by some recent work
[HSSS15] on the tensor decomposition problem.
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1.3. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we review some definitions and notations. We then
state our main results on tensor completion: Section 3 presents the unfolding-based algorithm, and
Section 4 presents the more specialized algorithm for overcomplete three-tensors. In Section 5 we
illustrate our results with some numerical simulations. As noted above, for our unfolding algorithm
we study the column spaces of partially revealed matrices with large aspect ratio; our results on
this are presented in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation and terminology. Given two vector spaces U and V, we let U b V denote their
tensor product. Following standard practice, we frequently identify Rd1 b Rd2 with Rd1d2 or with
Rd1ˆd2 (the vector space of d1 ˆ d2 real matrices). We use lower-case letters for scalars (a, b, c, . . .
and Greek letters) and vectors (u, v, w, . . .). We use upper-case letters (A,B,C, . . .) for matrices,
and upper-case boldface letters (A,B,C, . . .) for tensors of order k ě 3. The dˆ d identity matrix
is denoted by Id.
Between two tensors (of any order k ě 1) we use b to denote the tensor product. Between two
tensors in the same space we use d to denote the Hadamard (entrywise) product. For instance,
pAdBq b pC dDq “ pAb Cq d pB bDq .
We use angle brackets x¨, ¨y to denote the standard euclidean scalar product — regardless of whether
the objects involved are vectors, matrices, or tensors. For example, if X,Y are two d1ˆd2 matrices,
then we use xX,Y y to denote the scalar product between X and Y as pd1d2q-dimensional vectors.
The euclidean norm of a vector v will be denoted }v} “ xv, vy1{2. The Frobenius norm of a d1 ˆ d2
matrix X is }X}F “ xX,Xy1{2; it is the euclidean norm of X regarded as an pd1d2q-dimensional
vector. Likewise the Frobenius norm of a tensor T is }T }F “ xT ,T y1{2. For a d1 ˆ d2 matrix X
we write }X}op for its spectral norm (operator norm). Finally, we let }X}8 denote the maximum
entry size of X.
For any subset E Ď rd1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rdks we let ΠE denote the projection on Rd1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Rdk which
maps T to the tensor ΠET with entries
pΠET qu “ Tu1tu P Eu .
In the special case k “ 2 and d1 “ d2 “ d, we let
Π ” ΠD, ΠK ” Id ´Π
where D “ tpi, iq : 1 ď i ď du is the set of diagonal entries.
We say that an event A occurs “with high probability” if PpAcq tends to zero as the dimension
parameter d “ mintd1, . . . , dku tends to infinity. We say that A occurs “with very high probability”
if PpAcq tends to zero faster than any polynomial of d. We will frequently take union bounds over
m such events where m is bounded by some polynomial of d. For any two functions f, g depending
on pd1, . . . , dkq, we write f À g to indicate that f ď Cplog dqβg whenever d “ mintd1, . . . , dku ě β,
where (as before) C is a constant which can depend on incoherence parameters, and β is a constant
which can depend on k.
Our main results for tensor completion assume a symmetric underlying tensor T P pRdqbk. It has
entries Tu indexed by u P rdsk, and satisfies Tu “ Tu1 whenever u1 is a permutation of u. Section 3
treats general k ě 3 under rank and incoherence assumptions. Section 4 treats a model of random
tensors for k “ 3.
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2.2. Notions of tensor rank. As mentioned in the introduction, there are a few common non-
equivalent ways to formalize the notion of rank for a (non-zero) tensor T P Rd1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bRdk . In this
paper, we define the rank of T as the minimum integer r such that T can be expressed as a sum
of r pure tensors:
rpT q ” min
!
m ě 1 : T “
mÿ
s“1
vp1qs b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpkqs for vp`qi P Rdi
)
.
We omit the argument T whenever it is clear from the context.
A different notion of rank, which is also common in the literature, is given by considering — for
each 1 ď i ď k — the matrix Xpiq ” unfoldpiqpT q of dimensions di ˆ ppd1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dkq{diq, with entries
pXpiqqui,u´i “ Tu
where u´i is u without its i-th index. Write spanpiqpT q for the column space of Xpiq, and define
r‘,ipT q ” dim spanpiqpT q “ rankXpiq . (7)
The multilinear rank or Tucker rank of T is defined as r‘,maxpT q “ maxtr‘,ipT q : 1 ď i ď ku.
Again, we omit the argument T whenever it is clear from the context. It is clear from the definition
that r‘,i ď maxtr, diu. On the other hand we have
r ď pr‘,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r‘,kq{pr‘,maxq ď pr‘,maxqk´1 ; (8)
we prove this fact in the appendix (Lemma 13).
3. Tensor completion via unfolding
In this section we assume a symmetric underlying tensor T P pRdqbk, with k ě 3. We observe
a subset of entries E Ď rdsk of size n “ |E|, and denote the partially observed tensor Y “ ΠEpT q.
We now describe our algorithm, discuss our assumptions, and state our performance guarantees.
Proofs are in Appendix C.
3.1. Completion algorithm. Our algorithm takes as input the set of indices E and the partially
observed tensor Y “ ΠEpT q. It also takes a threshold value λ‹, which can be interpreted as a
regularization parameter. In Theorem 1 we provide an explicit prescription for λ‹ (see (12)).
Algorithm 1. Tensor completion via unfolding. Input: E, Y , λ‹.
1. Sample splitting. Partition the observed entries E in two disjoint subsets E1,E2 uniformly
at random, subject to |E1| “ |E2| “ n{2. Let δ1 ” n{p2dkq. Denote by Y1 “ ΠE1pY q,
Y2 “ ΠE2pY q the corresponding partially observed tensors.
2. Tensor unfolding. Set a “ tk{2u, b “ rk{2s, and let Z “ unfoldaˆbpY1q. Use Z to define
B “ 1
δ1
ΠpZZtq ` 1pδ1q2 ΠKpZZ
tq . (9)
3. Spectral analysis. Compute the eigenvectors of B with eigenvalues ě λ‹, and let Q : Rda Ñ
Rda be the orthogonal projection onto their span.
4. Denoising. Let Q : pRdqbk Ñ pRdqbk be the orthogonal projection defined by
Q “
$&%
QbQbQ if k “ 3,
QbQ if k ě 4 even,
QbQb Id if k ě 5 odd.
(10)
Let δ2 “ δ1{p1´ δ1q, and let pT ” Y1 ` pδ2q´1Y2. Return the tensor pT ‹ “ Qp pT q.
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As we already commented, our algorithm differs from standard unfolding-based methods in that
it does not seek to directly complete the tensor matricization, but only to estimate its left singular
space. Completion is done by a “denoising” procedure which uses this singular space estimate, but
also takes advantage of the original tensor structure.
3.2. Rank and incoherence assumptions. We will analyze the performance of Algorithm 1
subject to rank and incoherence conditions which we now describe. In particular, we allow for a
slightly less restrictive notion of rank.
Assumption 1. We say that a tensor T P pRdqbk has unfolding parameters pr, α, µq if, for a “ tk{2u
and b “ rk{2s, the matrix X “ unfoldaˆbpT q satisfies
(T1) rankX ď r;
(T2) dk}X}28 ď α}X}2F;
(T3) µ}X}2F “ r}X}2op.
Note that T1 and T2 are inequalities but T3 is an equality.
Remark 1. A few comments are in order. First of all, note that r‘,maxpT q ď rpT q ď rpT q, which
means that T1 is less restrictive than the assumption rpT q ď r. Next, since }X}28 ď }X}2F ď
dk}X}28, we can assume 1 ď α ď dk; it is standard in the literature to assume that α is not too
large. Lastly, since }X}2op ď }X}2F ď r}X}2op, we can assume 1 ď µ ď r.
With these definitions, we can now state our result on the guarantees of Algorithm 1. Define
rmaxpd; kq “
$&%
d3{4 k “ 3,
dk{2 k ě 4 even,
dk{2´1 k ě 5 odd,
(11)
Theorem 1. Let T P pRdqbk be a deterministic symmetric tensor satisfying Assumption 1 with
unfolding parameters pr, α, µq, such that r ď rmax. Suppose that we observe n entries of T uniformly
at random. Let pT ‹ be the spectral estimator of Algorithm 1 with
λ‹ “ 4pk log dq8
ˆ
αrµ1{2
n{dk{2
˙2{3
}B}op . (12)
Then, in the regime 32pk log dq12αrµ1{2dk{2 ď n ď pk log dq16αrµ2db, we have
} pT ‹ ´ T }F ď 20pk log dq3ˆ αrµ2
n{dk{2
˙1{3
}T }F . (13)
with very high probability.
Theorem 1 shows that a symmetric rank-r tensor T P pRdqbk can be reconstructed by spectral
methods, based on n Á rdk{2 revealed entries. Apart from logarithmic factors, we suspect that this
condition on n may be optimal among polynomial-time methods. One supporting evidence is that,
for k “ 3, this matches the bounds (4) and (5) of the degree-6 sos algorithm [BM15]. The authors
further prove ([BM15, Theorem 3]) that their condition (4) under Feige’s hypothesis [Fei02] on
the refutation of random satisfiability formulas. On the other hand, the error bound (13) is quite
possibly suboptimal, arising as an artifact of the algorithm or of the analysis. We believe that our
rank condition r ď rmax is also suboptimal; for algorithms of this type the tight condition seems
likely to be of the form r ď dtk{2u (maximum rank of the unfolding).
4. Overcomplete random three-tensors
In this section we describe our algorithm for overcomplete three-tensors, and state its guarantees
for a certain random tensor model. Proofs are in Appendix D.
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4.1. Completion algorithm. Algorithm 1 of Section 3 is limited to tensors T with rank r  rmax,
as defined in (11). As we already noted above, this particular condition is most likely suboptimal.
However, among all algorithms of this type (i.e., based on spectral analysis of the unfolded tensor),
we expect that a fundamental barrier is r  dtk{2u. Beyond this point, the unfolded tensor has
nearly full rank, and we do not expect the projector Q to have helpful denoising properties.
On the other hand, the number of parameters required to specify a rank-r tensor in pRdqbk is
of order rd, so we might plausibly hope to complete it given n  rd entries. This only imposes
the rank bound r  dk´1. In this section we consider the case k “ 3: from the above argument
the information-theoretic bound is r  d2. Our unfolding method (Algorithm 1) can complete the
tensor up to rank r  d3{4, by Theorem 1. From the preceding discussion, this bound is likely to
be suboptimal, but the best we expect from such an algorithm is r  dt3{2u “ d.
Motivated by these gaps, in this section we develop a different completion algorithm for the case
k “ 3, which avoids unfolding and relies instead on a certain “contraction” of the tensor with itself.
This was motivated by ideas developed in [HSSS15] for the tensor decomposition problem. Under
a natural model of random symmetric low-rank tensors, we prove that in the regime d ď r  d3{2,
our algorithm succeeds in completing the tensor based on n rd3{2 observed entries.
The algorithm takes as input the set of observed indices E, the partially observed tensor Y “
ΠET , and a threshold value λ‹. In Theorem 2 we provide an explicit prescription for λ‹.
Algorithm 2. Completion for three-tensors via contraction. Input: E,Y , λ‹.
1. Sample splitting. Let δ be defined by the relation 1´p1´δq3 “ |E|{d3. Take subsets I, J,K Ă E
which are uniformly random subject to the following conditions: each I, J, K has size d3δ;
each pairwise intersection I X J, I X K, J X K has size d3δ2; the triple intersection I X J X K
has size d3δ3. (This implies, in particular, that I Y J Y K “ E.) Denote the corresponding
partially observed tensors 9Y “ ΠIT , :Y “ ΠJT , and ;Y “ ΠKT .
2. Tensor contraction. Let W be the d2 ˆ d2 matrix with entries
Wi,j “ 1
δ2
ÿ
`ďd
9Y`i1j1 :Y`i2j2 . (14)
3. Spectral analysis. Compute the singular value decomposition of W . Take the singular vectors
of W with singular values ě λ‹, and let Q : Rd2 Ñ Rd2 be the orthogonal projection onto
their span.
4. Denoising. Let Q : pRdqb3 Ñ pRdqb3 be defined by Q “ Qb Id. Let pT “ δ´1 ;Y , and return
the tensor pT ‹ “ Qp pT q.
4.2. Random tensor model. We analyze Algorithm 2 in a random model:
Assumption 2. We say that T P pRdqb3 is a standard random tensor with r components if
T “
ÿ
sďr
as b as b as (15)
where a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd such that x “ ai satisfies the following:
(A1) (symmetric) x is equidistributed as ´x;
(A2) (isometric) Erxxts “ Id{d;
(A3) (subgaussian) Erexppxx, vyqs ď exptτ2}v}2{p2dqu for all v P Rd.
Note Assumption 2 has a slight abuse of notation, since the tensor (15) can have, in general,
rank smaller than r. However, in the regime of interest, we expect the rank of T to be close to r
with high probability.
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Theorem 2. Let T P pRdqb3 be a standard random tensor (15) satisfying Assumption 2. Suppose
that we observe n entries of T uniformly at random, where n ě maxtr, dud3{2 and r ď d2. Let pT ‹
be the spectral estimator of Algorithm 2 with
λ‹ “
ˆ
d3{2 maxtd, ru
n
˙4{5
. (16)
Then, with very high probability,
} pT ‹ ´ T }F À ˆd3{2 maxtd, ru
n
˙1{5
}T }F . (17)
If one uses crude matrix calculations (not taking advantage of the sparsity or low rank of the
matrices involved), we estimate the runtimes of our methods as follows. In Algorithm 1, computing
the matrix B of (9) takes time Opdk`bq; finding its eigendecomposition takes time Opd3aq; and the
denoising step can be done in time Opdk`aq. Thus the overall runtime is Opdk`bq, which for k “ 3
becomes Opd5q. In Algorithm 2, computing the matrix W of (14) takes time Opd5q; finding its
singular value decomposition takes time Opd6q; and the denoising step can be done in time Opd4q.
Thus the overall runtime is Opd6q; so Algorithm 1 is preferable when the rank is low.
5. Numerical illustration
We illustrate our results with numerical simulations of random tensors
T “
ÿ
sďr
as b as b as . (18)
We assume (cf. Assumption 2) that a1, . . . , ar are independent gaussian random vectors in Rd, with
Eas “ 0 and Epaspasqtq “ Id{d. Our simulations estimate the normalized mean squared error
MSE ” Ep}
pT ‹ ´ T }2Fq
Ep}T }2Fq
, (19)
where pT ‹ is the output of the completion algorithm.
5.1. Performance of unfolding algorithm. Figure 1 reports the performance of our unfolding
method (Algorithm 1) in the undercomplete regime, taking r “ 4. We plot the normalized mean
square error (19) estimated by averaging over 100 independent random realizations of T and of the
set E of revealed entries. We set the threshold parameter
λ‹ “ 3pd3{2{nq2{3}B}op (20)
— this choice was guided by the prescription (12) of Theorem 1, as follows: in the present setting,
we have X “ unfold1ˆ2pT q. If we write f „ g to indicate limdÑ8 fpdq{gpdq “ 1, then
}X}op “ max
iďr }aipai b aiq
t}op „ 1 ,
}X}F “
ÿ
sďr
ÿ
tďr
xas, aty3 “
ÿ
sďr
}as}62 `Opr2{d3{2q „ r ,
}X}8 “ max
i,j,lďd
ˇˇˇˇ rÿ
s“1
as,ias,jas,l
ˇˇˇˇ
„ max
sďr,iďd |as,i|
3 „ p2 log dq3{2 .
Therefore X satisfies Assumption 1 with r “ r, µ „ 1, and α „ p2 log dq3{r. Our choice of the
parameter λ‹ is obtained by substituting these into (12). After some trial and error, we chose the
factor 3 in (20) instead of logarithmic factors, which appeared to be overly pessimistic for moderate
values of d.
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Figure 1. Numerical illustration of Algorithm 1 for completing random tensors (18) of
order k “ 3 and rank r “ 4. Performance is measured in terms of normalized mean
squared error MSE (see (19)), estimated by averaging over 100 realizations.
5.2. Performance of spectral algorithm for overcomplete tensors. Figure 2 reports the
performance of our spectral method for the overcomplete regime (Algorithm 2), taking r{d “ 1.2.
We set λ‹ according to the prescription (16) of Theorem 2. For each value of d, the MSE appears to
decrease rapidly with n. The plots (for various values of d) of the MSE versus the rescaled sample
size n{prd3{2q appears to approach a limiting curve. This suggests that the threshold for our method
to succeed in reconstruction occurs around n “ rd3{2, which is consistent with the bound of our
Theorem 2.
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Figure 2. Performance of Algorithm 2 in completing overcomplete random tensors of
rank 4, and order k “ 3. Left frame: mean square error of reconstruction, estimated by
averaging over 100 realizations, plotted against the number of revealed entries. Right
frame: same data plotted against the rescaled number of revealed entries n{prd3{2q.
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6. Column spaces of partially revealed wide matrices
In this section we present our results on the column spaces of partially revealed d1ˆd2 matrices.
As mentioned above, these results are the main input to the proof of Theorem 1. The conclusions
obtained in this section are most interesting for the regime d1  d2.
6.1. Incoherence condition.
Assumption 3. We say that a matrix X P Rd1ˆd2 is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent if
(M1) d1 ¨maxi }Xtei}2 ď λ}X}2op;
(M2) d2 ¨maxj }Xej}2 ď ρ}X}2op; and
(M3) d1d2 ¨maxi,j |Xi,j |2 ď λγρ}X}2op,
where 1 ď i ď d1 and 1 ď j ď d2.
It is easily seen (cf. Lemma 10) that one can assume without loss of generality 1{d1 ď λ ď d1,
1{d2 ď ρ ď d2, 1 ď λγρ ď d1d2. To motivate the above condition, we observe that it can be
deduced as a consequence of a standard incoherence assumption, that we recall below.
Definition 2 ([CR09]). Let W be an r-dimensional subspace of Rd, and let PW be the orthogonal
projection onto W . The coherence of W (with respect to the standard basis peiqiďd of Rd) is
coherW “ d
r
max
1ďiďd }PW ei}
2 .
Note the trivial bounds
d
r
ě coherW ě 1
r
dÿ
i“1
}PW ei}2 “ 1 .
If M is a d ˆ r matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of W , then we can express
PW “MM t, so that
coherW “ d
r
max
1ďiďd }MM
tei}2 “ d
r
max
1ďiďd
rÿ
s“1
pMisq2 .
We denote coherM ” coherW .
We refer to [CR09] for further discussion of this coherence condition, which has become fairly
standard in the literature. We now give two illustrations for Assumption 3:
1. Derivation of Assumption 3 from Definition 2.
Suppose X is d2 ˆ d2 with singular value decomposition UDV t, where U tU “ Ir “ V tV and D
is diagonal. One can then easily verify that X is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent with
λ “ pcoherU qr, ρ “ pcoherV qr, γ “ 1 . (21)
(see Lemma 9 for the proof). That is to say, imposing Assumption 3 with λ “ ρ “ cr and γ “ 1
is less restrictive than imposing that X is of rank r with c-incoherent singular vectors.
2. Derivation of Assumption 3 from Assumption 1.
Alternatively, suppose X satisfies an entrywise bound d1d2}X}28 ď $¯}X}2op. It is then trivial to
verify that X is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent with
λ “ ρ “ 1{γ “ $¯. (22)
In Assumption 1, conditions T2 and T3 together imply (with d1 “ da and d2 “ db)
d1d2}X}28 ď α}X}2F ď pαr{µq}X}2op ,
so we have (22) with $¯ “ αr{µ. That is to say, imposing Assumption 3 with λ “ ρ “ 1{γ “ αr{µ
is less restrictive than imposing Assumption 1 with parameters pr, α, µq.
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In the tensor completion problem we work with the second scenario (22).
6.2. Estimation error. We now state our main result on column space estimation for partially
revealed matrices.
Theorem 3. Suppose that X P Rd1ˆd2 is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent. Let E Ď rd1s ˆ rd2s be the random
set of observed entries, where each pi, jq P rd1sˆ rd2s is included in E independently with probability
δ “ n{pd1d2q. Given the observed matrix Y ” ΠEX, letpB ” 1
δ
ΠpY Y tq ` 1
δ2
ΠKpY Y tq . (23)
Then, for d1d2 ě 3000, we have
} pB ´XXt}op
2plogpd1d2qq4 ď
pλρd1d2q1{2}X}2op
n
max
"
1 ,
ˆ
n
d2λ
˙1{2
,
pλγ2ρd1d2q1{2
n
,
ˆ
λρ
d2
˙1{2*
(24)
with probability at least 1´ 4d1 expt´18 logpd1d2q2u.
Corollary 3. In the setting of Theorem 3, assume additionally that pλγ2ρd1d2{tq1{2 ď n ď tλd2
and γρ ď td2. Then the error bound (24) simplifies to
} pB ´XXt}op
2plogpd1d2qq4 ď
ptλρd1d2q1{2
n
}X}2op .
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
From our perspective, the most interesting application of the above is as follows. Recalling
(21), suppose the d1 ˆ d2 matrix X is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent with λ “ ρ “ cr and γ “ 1. Consider
Corollary 3 with t “ 1: then the conditions reduce to cr ď pd2q1{2 and crpd1d2q1{2 ď n ď crd2,
where the latter can only be satisfied if d1 ď d2. With these conditions, Corollary 3 says that the
column space of X can be well approximated by the top eigenvectors of the matrix pB, provided we
saw (roughly) n  rpd1d2q1{2 entries. We emphasize that this result implies, for d1  d2, a wide
regime of sample sizes
rpd1d2q1{2  n rd2
from which we can obtain a good estimate of the sample space, even though it is impossible to
complete the matrix (in the sense of Frobenius norm approximation). In this regime, the column
space estimate can be useful for (partial) matrix completion: if Q approximates projection onto
the left column space of X, and y is a column of ΠEX containing dδ
1  r observed entries, then
Qy{δ1 is a good estimate of the corresponding column of X.
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Appendix A. Standard matrix inequalities
In this appendix we collect a few standard tools that will be used several times in our proofs.
For any real-valued random variable X, the essential supremum ess supX is the minimal value R
such that PpX ď Rq “ 1. Recall the following form of the Chernoff bound: if X is a binomial
random variable with mean µ¯, then for all t ě 1 we have
PpX ě tµ¯q ď expt´tµ¯ logpt{equ . (25)
Proposition 4 (matrix Bernstein, rectangular [Tro12, Theorem 1.6]). Let pZ`q be a finite sequence
of independent random d1 ˆ d2 matrices. Assume EZ` “ 0 for all `, and let
R “ max
`
"
ess sup }Z`}op
*
, σ2 “ max
"››››ÿ
`
ErZ`pZ`qts
››››
op
,
››››ÿ
`
ErpZ`qtZ`s
››››
op
*
. (26)
Then, for all t ě 0,
P
ˆ››››ÿ
`
Z`
››››
op
ě t
˙
ď pd1 ` d2q exp
"
´ 3
8
min
"
t2
σ2
,
t
R
**
.
Proposition 5 ([Wed72]). Suppose that A and B are positive semidefinite matrices, with singular
value decompositions
A “ A`A˝ “ UΣU t ` U˝Σ˝pU˝qt,
`
U U˝
˘t `
U U˝
˘ “ Ir,
B “ B `B˝ “ OΛOt `O˝Λ˝pO˝qt,
`
O O˝
˘t `
O O˝
˘ “ Is.
Suppose }A´B}op ď , and that the maximum diagonal entry of Σ˝ is at most σ while the minimum
diagonal entry of Λ is at least σ ` δ ą 0. Then
| sin θpO,Uq| ” }pI ´ UU tqOOt}op ď {δ .
Proposition 6 ([HSSS15, Propn. A.7]). Let pZ`q`ďL be a sequence of independent random d1ˆ d2
matrices. Assume EZ` “ 0 for all `, and furthermore that
Pp}Z`}op ě βq ď p and }ErZ`1t}Z`}op ě βus}op ď q . (27)
Denote σ2 as in (26). Then, for all t ě 0,
P
ˆ›››› ÿ
`ďL
Z`
››››
op
ě t` Lq
˙
ď Lp` pd1 ` d2q exp
"
´ 3
8
min
"
t2
σ2
,
t
β
**
.
Proposition 7 (matrix Rademacher, symmetric [Tro12, Thm. 1.2]). Let pZ`q be a finite sequence
of dˆ d symmetric matrices. Let ps`q be a sequence of independent symmetric random signs. Then
P
ˆ››››ÿ
`
s`Z`
››››
op
ě t
˙
ď 2d expt´t2{p2σ2qu, σ2 “
››››ÿ
`
pZ`q2
››››
op
.
Proposition 8 (matrix decoupling [dlPMS95, Thm. 1] (see also [HSSS15, Thm. 5.13])). Let pZijq
be a family of matrices, and let psiq and ptiq be sequences of independent symmetric random signs.
There is an absolute constant C such that for all t ě 0,
P
ˆ››››ÿ
i‰j
sisjZij
››››
op
ě t
˙
ď CP
ˆ››››ÿ
i‰j
sitjZij
››››
op
ě t
˙
.
Appendix B. Column space estimation with large aspect ratios
In this appendix, we prove our matrix completion result, Theorem 3. Before passing to the actual
proof, we will establish some properties of the incoherence condition, Assumption 3.
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B.1. Matrix incoherence conditions. We begin by proving some easy observations regarding
our matrix incoherence conditions (Assumption 3).
Lemma 9. Suppose X P Rd1ˆd2 has singular value decomposition UDV t, with U tU “ Ir “ V tV .
Then X is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent with parameters λ “ r ¨ coherU , ρ “ r ¨ coherV , and γ “ 1.
Proof. For indices 1 ď i ď d1 and 1 ď ` ď d2 we have
|Xi`| “ |xUU tei, XV V te`y| ď }X}op
´r2 ¨ coherU ¨ coherV
d1d2
¯1{2
,
}Xtei}2 “ }XtUU tei}2 ď }X}op}UU tei}2 ď }X}op
´r ¨ coherU
d1
¯1{2
,
}Xe`}2 “ }XV V te`}2 ď }X}op}V V te`}2 ď }X}op
´r ¨ coherV
d2
¯1{2
,
which proves the claim. 
Lemma 10. For any X P Rd1ˆd2, the parameters λ, γ, ρ of Assumption 3 can be chosen so that
1{d1 ď λ ď d1, 1{d2 ď ρ ď d2, 1 ď λγρ ď d1d2 . (28)
Proof. The quantities }Xtei}, }Xe`}, |Xi`| are all trivially upper bounded by }X}op, so we can
always satisfy M1, M2, M3 with λ ď d1, ρ ď d2, and λγρ ď d1d2. On the other hand
}X}op “
›››› ÿ
`ďd2
Xe`pe`qt
››››
op
ď
ÿ
`ďd2
}Xe`}2 ď }X}oppd2ρq1{2 ,
which implies that M2 can only be satisfied with d2ρ ě 1, and likewise M1 can only be satisfied
with d1λ ě 1. Lastly, we have
}X}op ď }X}F ď pd1d2q1{2 max
i,`
|Xi,`| ď }X}oppλγρq1{2 ,
so M3 can only be satisfied with λγρ ě 1. This concludes the justification of (28). 
B.2. Proof of matrix estimation results. We now prove Theorem 3. Recall that we assume
a (deterministic) matrix X P Rd1ˆd2 , each entry of which is observed independently with chance
δ ” n{pd1d2q. Let E Ď rd1sˆ rd2s denote the subset of observed entries, and Y “ ΠEX the partially
observed matrix. Let Ii` be the indicator that pi, `q belongs to the (random) set E; thus the Ii` are
i.i.d. Berpδq random variables and Yi` “ Xi`Ii`. As in (23), letpB “ 1
δ
ΠpY Y tq ` 1
δ2
ΠKpY Y tq .
Proof of Theorem 3. We first make a preliminary remark that
1 ď 1
δ2
ď pd1λqpd2ρqpλγρq2 ď pd1d2q
2 . (29)
(The second inequality follows from the assumptions, while the third follows from Lemma 10.) We
shall apply Proposition 6 to bound the spectral norm ofpB ´XXt “ pB ´ E pB “ ÿ
`ďd2
pB` ´ EB`q “
ÿ
`ďd2
Z` , (30)
where B` is d1 ˆ d1 with entries
pB`qij “
"
δ´1pXi`q2Ii` for i “ j ,
δ´2Xi`Xj`Ii`Ij`, for i ‰ j .
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Lemmas 11 and 12 (below) show that the matrices Z` satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 6 with
σ2 as in (31) and β, p, q as in (32), for d1d2 sufficiently large. We then have
3 min
"
t2
σ2
,
t
β
*
ě logpd1d2q2
provided t ě tmax ” plogpd1d2qq4 maxtt1, t2, t3, t4u}X}2op for
t1 “
ˆ
λρ
d1d2δ2
˙1{2
“
ˆ
λ
d1δ
˙1{2ˆ ρ
d2δ
˙1{2
,
t2 “
ˆ
ρ
d2δ
˙1{2
“ t1
ˆ
d1δ
λ
˙1{2
,
t3 “ λγρ
d1d2δ2
“
ˆ
λρ
d1d2δ2
˙1{2ˆ λγ2ρ
d1d2δ2
˙1{2
“ t1
ˆ
λγ2ρ
d1d2δ2
˙1{2
,
t4 “ pλγq
1{2ρ
pd1q1{2d2δ “
ˆ
λρ
d1d2δ2
˙1{2ˆγρ
d2
˙1{2
“ t1
ˆ
γρ
d2
˙1{2
.
From (32) we have tmax ě β‹ ě d2q. It follows from Proposition 6 that
Pp} pB ´ E pB}op ě 2tmaxq ď 2d1d2
expt38 logpd1d2q2u
` 2d1
expt18 logpd1d2q2u
ď 4d1
expt18 logpd1d2q2u
,
which concludes the proof. 
Lemma 11. Assume the setting and notation of Theorem 3, and let Z` be as defined by (30). For
σ2 as defined by (26), we have
σ2 ď 2 max
"
λρ
d1d2δ2
,
ρ
d2δ
*
}X}4op . (31)
Proof. From the definitions, we have
pZ`qij “
"
δ´1pXi`q2pIi` ´ δq for i “ j
δ´2Xi`Xj`pIi`Ij` ´ δ2q for i ‰ j .
Recalling (26), let Σ denote the sum of the matrices ErpZ`q2s over ` ď d2. Let W denote the d2ˆd2
diagonal matrix with entries W`` “ }Xe`}2. It is straightforward to compute that
Σ “ 1´ δ
δ2
D ` 1´ δ
δ
XWXt
where D is the d1 ˆ d1 diagonal matrix with entries
Dii “
ÿ
`ďd2
pXi`q2
´
}Xe`}2 ´ pXi`q2
¯
.
We then note }XWXt}op ď }X}2op}W }op ď ρ}X}4op{d2, while
0 ď Dii ď ρ}X}
2
op}Xtei}2
d2
ď λρ}X}
4
op
d1d2
.
Combining the above estimates, we find
}Σ}op ď }D}op
δ2
` }XWX
t}op
δ
ď λρ}X}
4
op
d1d2δ2
` ρ}X}
4
op
d2δ
,
yielding the claimed bound. 
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Lemma 12. Assume the setting and notation of Theorem 3, and let Z` be as defined by (30). Let
β‹ ” max
"
λγρ
d1d2δ2
,
pλγq1{2ρ
pd1q1{2d2δ
*
}X}2op .
For d1d2 ě 3000, the matrices Z` satisfy (27) with
β “ plogpd1d2qq2β‹ ,
p “ expt´p3{8qplogpd1d2qq2u ¨ 2d1 ,
q “ expt´p1{8qplogpd1d2qq2u ¨ β‹ .
(32)
Proof. Write ei for the i-th standard basis vector in Rd1 , and let Eij ” eipejqt. Then Z` is the
sum of independent zero-mean matrices Mij “ EiipZ`qii. It is straightforward to calculate that It
follows from the matrix Bernstein inequality (Proposition 4) that
Pp}Z`}op ě tq ď 2d1 exp
"
´ 3
8
min
"
t2
σ2
,
t
R
**
where (cf. (26)) R, σ are given by
σ “ }X}8}Xe`}
δ
ď pλγq
1{2ρ
pd1q1{2d2
}X}2op
δ
ď d1d2}X}2op ,
R “ }X}
28
δ2
ď λγρ
d1d2
}X}2op
δ2
ď pd1d2q2}X}2op ,
having made use of Lemma 10 and (29). If we set β‹ “ maxtσ,Ru and β “ plogpd1d1qq2β‹, then
Pp}Z`}op ě βq ď 2d1 expt´38plogpd1d1qq2u “ p .
Next note that for t ě maxtσ,Ru we have mintt2{σ2, t{Ru ě t{maxtσ,Ru, so
Er}Z`}op; }Z`}op ě βs ď βp`
ż 8
β
Pp}Z`}op ě tq dt ď βp` 2d1
ż 8
β
exp
"
´ p3{8qt
maxtσ,Ru
*
dt
“ rplogpd1d2qq
2 ` 83 s2d1 maxtR, σu
expt38plogpd1d2qq2u
ď pd1d2q
2 maxtR, σu
expt38plogpd1d2qq2u
ď maxtR, σu
expt18plogpd1d2qq2u
“ q .
This concludes the proof. 
Appendix C. Tensor completion via unfolding
In this section we prove Theorem 1. In the original model, we observe exactly δ “ |E|{dk fraction
of the entries, uniformly at random. For convenience we now introduce the Bernoulli model where
each entry is observed independently with chance δ. Our results for the Bernoulli model transfer
to the original model by a standard argument, which we provide below.
As in Theorem 1, suppose T P pRdqbk is a deterministic symmetric tensor satisfying Assumption 1
with unfolding parameters pr, α, µq. Fixing δ P p0, 1q, let δ1 ” δ{2 and δ2 ” δ1{p1 ´ δ1q. Let
tIu, Juu be a collection of independent random variables (indexed by u P rdsk) with Iu „ Berpδ1q
and Ju „ Berpδ2q. Let E1 be the set of u P rdsk with Iu “ 1; and let E2 be the set of u P rdsk with
p1 ´ IuqJu “ 1. Define the corresponding partially observed tensors Yi “ ΠEipT q. Fixing integers
1 ď a ď b “ k ´ a, let X “ unfoldaˆbpT q, Z “ unfoldaˆbpY1q, and (cf. (9))
B “ 1
δ1
ΠpZZtq ` 1pδ1q2 ΠKpZZ
tq. (33)
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Let Q be the orthogonal projection onto the span of onto the eigenspace of B for eigenvalues ě λ‹.
If a “ tk{2u, then we can use Q to define Q as in (10). Then letpT ” Y1 ` 1
δ2
Y2, T
‹ “ Qp pT q, pT ‹ “ Qp pT q ; (34)
and note that Er pT |E1s “ T . Define
$ ” αr
µ
, ϑ ” αr
δdk{2
, ηptq ” 8pk log dq
4t1{2$
dk{2δ
, λ‹ptq ” η2{3}B}op . (35)
We will consider pT ‹ with threshold λ‹ “ λ‹ptq as given by (35).
Theorem 4. Suppose T P pRdqbk is a deterministic symmetric tensor satisfying Assumption 1
with unfolding parameters pr, α, µq, such that r ď rmax as defined by (11). Fix t ě 1 and suppose
32pk log dq4t1{2$
dk{2
ď δ ď t$
da
(36)
Then, with pT ‹ as above, we have
}T ´ pT ‹}F ď 20pk log dq4{3ptµq1{6ϑ1{3}T }F
with probability at least 1´ 3dk expt´18pk log dq2u.
Let us discuss the choice of t in Theorem 4. We wish to have a small error }T ´ pT ‹}F, while
ensuring that condition (36) is satisfied. First note that (36) cannot be satisifed at all unless we
have t1{2 ě 32pk log dq4{dk{2´a. If we take  ď 1 and set
δ “ 20
3pk log dq4t1{2µ3{2$
3dk{2
,
then Theorem 4 gives }T ´ pT ‹}F ď }T }F. This choice of δ automatically satisfies the lower bound
of (36). To satisfy the upper bound we require
t1{2 ě 20
3pk log dq4µ3{2
3dk{2´a
.
Since a ď k{2 and we aim for  ď 1{pk log dq in the worse case, we shall set t1{2 “ pk log dq8µ3{2.
With this choice, (36) simplifies to
32pk log dq12αrµ1{2
dk{2
ď δ ď pk log dq
16αrµ2
da
,
and we obtain }T ´ pT ‹}F ď }T }F with
λ‹ “ 4pk log dq8
ˆ
αrµ1{2
dk{2δ
˙2{3
}B}op ,  “ 20pk log dq3
ˆ
αrµ2
dk{2δ
˙1{3
.
Then, as noted previously, the result of Theorem 4 (for the Bernoulli model) implies the result of
Theorem 1 (for the original model) by a well-known argument:
Proof of Theorem 1. The bound of Theorem 4 fails with probability tending to zero more rapidly
than any polynomial of d. On the other hand, by construction, the probability of the event |E1| “
|E2| “ n{2 is lower bounded by a polynomial in n, so the result follows. 
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C.1. Preliminary lemmas. We begin with a proof of our earlier remark (8); note however that
this bound is not used in the proof of Theorems 1 or 4.
Lemma 13. Suppose that the tensor T P Rd1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bRdk has rank r “ rpT q, and multilinear rank
r‘,max “ r‘,maxpT q — recalling (7), r‘,max is the maximum of the values r‘,i “ r‘,ipT q over i ď k.
Then (cf. (8))
r ď pr‘,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r‘,kq{pr‘,maxq ď pr‘,maxqk´1 .
Proof. If k “ 2 this is clear from the singular value decomposition of the d1 ˆ d2 matrix T . For
k ě 3 we argue by induction on k. By relabelling, we can suppose without loss of generality that
r‘,max P tr‘,2, . . . , r‘,ku. Take a singular value decomposition Xp1q “ UV t, where U is a d1 ˆ r‘,1
matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of the space spanp1qpT q. Column s of V defines a
tensor Vs, and likewise row j of X
p1q defines a tensor Tj — both Vs,Tj lie in Rd2 b¨ ¨ ¨bRdk . Since
V t “ U tXp1q, each Vs is a linear combination of the tensors Tj . It is clear that spanpi´1qpTjq Ď
spanpiqpT q for every j, so spanpi´1qpVsq Ď spanpiqpT q for every s. This proves r‘,i´1pVsq ď r‘,i. By
the inductive hypothesis, together with the assumption r‘,max P tr‘,2, . . . , r‘,ku, we have
rpVsq ď pr‘,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ r‘,kq{pr‘,maxq .
It follows from the decomposition Xp1q “ UV t that
rpT q ď r‘,1 max
s
rpVsq ď pr‘,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r‘,kq{pr‘,maxq ,
which verifies the inductive hypothesis and proves the claim. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.
Lemma 14. If A1, A2 P Rdˆd with }A1 ´ A2}op ă 1, and A2 is an orthogonal projection matrix,
then rankA2 ď rankA1.
Proof. Suppose rankA2 “ r, and take an orthogonal set of vectors x1, . . . , xr P Rd with A2xj “ xj
for all j ď r. We claim that the vectors A1xj are linearly independent — to see this, suppose for
contradiction that there exist constants cj , not all zero, such that the vector
v “
ÿ
jďr
cjxj
lies in the kernel of A1. Then v “ pA2 ´ A1qv, so }v} ď }A1 ´ A2}op}v}. Since }A1 ´ A2}op ă 1,
it follows that v “ 0, a contradiction. It follows that the vectors A1xj are linearly independent,
which proves rankA2 “ r ď rankA1 as claimed. 
Lemma 15. Let T P pRdqbk be a deterministic tensor, not necessarily symmetric. Fixing integers
1 ď a ď b “ k ´ a, let X “ unfoldaˆbpT q, and take B as in (33). Suppose dk}X}28 ď $¯}X}2op for
some $¯ ě 1. For t ě 1, in the regime 1{ptdkq1{2 ď δ ď t$¯{da we have
}B ´XXt}op
8pk log dq4 ď
t1{2$¯}X}2op
dk{2δ
with probability at least 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u.
Proof. Recalling (22), the matrix X is pλ, γ, ρq-incoherent with λ “ ρ “ 1{γ “ $¯. The claim then
follows by applying Corollary 3 (an additional factor 4 in the bound arises since δ “ 2δ1). 
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Lemma 16. Suppose F is a d1 ˆ d2 matrix whose entries Fi,` are independent random variables
which have mean zero, variance at most ν2, and magnitude at most R almost surely. Suppose
we also have deterministic square matrices A1 and A2, of dimensions d1 and d2 respectively, with
}Ai}op ď 1. Then, for t ě 0, we have
}A1F pA2qt}op ď max
!´
tν2 maxtrankA1, rankA2u
¯1{2
, tR
)
with probability at least 1´ pd1 ` d2q expt´38 tu.
Proof. We can decompose
A1F pA2qt “ A1
ˆÿ
i,`
Fi,`eipe`qt
˙
pA2qt “
ÿ
i,`
Zi,`
where Zi,` “ Fi,`pA1eiqpA2e`qt is a d1ˆ d2 matrix. It holds almost surely that }Zi,`}op ď |Fi,`| ď R.
We also have the variance bounds››››ÿ
i,`
ErZi,`pZi,`qts
››››
op
ď
››››ÿ
i
A1eipA1eiqt
ÿ
`
ErpFi,`q2sppA2qtA2q`,`
››››
op
ď ν2 trppA2qtA2q}A1pA1qt}op “ ν2}A2}2F}A1}2op ď ν2prankA2q ,
and in a symmetric manner ››››ÿ
i,`
ErpZi,`qtZi,`s
››››
op
ď ν2prankA1q .
The claimed bound follows by the matrix Bernstein inequality (Proposition 4). 
C.2. Projection of original tensor. Recalling (10) and (34), we now compare the original tensor
T and its projection T ‹ “ QpT q.
Lemma 17. Let T P pRdqbk be a tensor (not necessarily symmetric). Fix integers a, b ě 1 with
a` b “ k, and let X “ unfoldaˆbpT q. For any positive semidefinite matrix B of dimension da, let
Q be the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace of B corresponding to eigenvalues ě λ‹. Then,
for any λ‹ ą }B ´XXt}op,
rankQ ď rankX .
In particular, if a “ tk{2u then rankQ ď r˝pk, rankX, dq where (cf. (10))
Q “
$&%
QbQbQ, k “ 3,
QbQ, k ě 4 even,
QbQb Id, k ě 5 odd,
r˝pk, r, dq ”
$&%
r3, k “ 3,
r2, k ě 4 even,
r2d, k ě 5 odd.
(37)
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace of XXt corresponding to eigenvalues
ě 2λ‹; and note rankpPQq ď rankP ď rankX. From Wedin’s theorem (Proposition 5),
}P pI ´Qq}op “ }pI ´QqP }op ď }B ´XX
t}op
λ‹
, (38)
which is less than one by assumption. Applying Lemma 14 then gives
rankQ ď rankpPQq ď rankX ,
proving the first assertion. The claimed bound on rankQ follows immediately from the fact that
rankpM1 bM2q “ rankpM1q rankpM2q. 
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Lemma 18. Let T P pRdqbk be a symmetric tensor. Take a “ tk{2u and let X,B,Q,Q be as in the
statement of Lemma 17. Then T ‹ “ QpT q satisfies
}T ´ T ‹}F ď 3prankXq1{2
ˆ
p2λ‹q1{2 ` }B ´XX
t}op}X}op
λ‹
˙
.
Proof. In what follows we write I for the dˆd identity matrix. We denote its `-fold tensor product
by Ip`q ” Ib`; this is equivalent to the d` ˆ d` identity matrix. With this notation we expand
T ´ T ‹ “
ˆ
pIpaq ´Qq b Ipbq `Qb pIpaq ´Qq b Ipb´aq ` 1tk “ 3uQbQb pIpaq ´Qq
˙
T .
Recall X “ unfoldaˆbpT q. By the triangle inequality and the assumed symmetry of T , we have
}T ´ T ‹}F ď 3 max
M
!
}pIpaq ´QqXM}F
)
where the maximum is taken over all db ˆ db matrices M with }M}op ď 1. Then, with P as in the
proof of Lemma 17, we can expand,
pIpaq ´QqXM “ pIpaq ´QqpIpaq ´ P qXM ` pIpaq ´QqPXM ,
and bound separately the two terms on the right-hand side. For the first term we have
}pIpaq ´QqpIpaq ´ P qXM}op ď }pIpaq ´ P qX}op ď p2λ‹q1{2 ,
from the definition of P . For the second term we have (cf. (59))
}pIpaq ´QqPXM}op ď }pIpaq ´QqP }op}X}op ď }B ´XX
t}op}X}op
λ‹
.
Combining the above inequalities gives
}pIpaq ´QqXM}op ď p2λ‹q1{2 ` }B ´XX
t}op}X}op
λ‹
.
The claimed bound follows by noting that the matrix pIpaq ´ QqXM has rank upper bounded by
rankX, so its Frobenius norm is at most prankXq1{2 times its spectral norm. 
In view of Lemma 18, it is natural to optimize over the parameter λ‹ by setting
λ‹ “
ˆ}B ´XXt}2op}X}2op
2
˙1{3
.
Of course, in the application we have in mind, we cannot do this because X is unknown. However,
if the (known) matrix B is sufficiently close to XXt, we can achieve a near-optimal bound by
defining λ‹ in terms of B alone, without reference to X. In summary, we have:
Corollary 19. Suppose T P pRdqbk is a deterministic symmetric tensor satisfying Assumption 1.
Take a “ tk{2u and define B as in (33). Recalling (35), let Q be the orthogonal projection onto the
eigenspace of B corresponding to eigenvalues ě λ‹ptq, and use this to define T ‹ “ QpT q as in (34).
For t ě 1 and δ satisfying (36), we have
}T ´ T ‹}F ď 18pk log dq4{3ptµq1{6ϑ1{3}T }F
with probability at least 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u.
Proof. Since t ě 1 and $ “ αr{µ ě 1 (Remark 1), it follows from (36) that
1
ptdkq1{2 ď
32pk log dq4t1{2$
dk{2
ď δ ď t$
da
.
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Together with T2 and T3, we see that the conditions of Lemma 15 are satisfied with $¯ “ $. It
follows that, with probability at least 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u,
}B ´XXt}op ď η}X}2op ď 14}X}2op ,
where the last inequality is from (36). Therefore 34}X}2op ď }B}op ď 54}X}2op, so
3
4η
2{3}X}2op ď λ‹ptq ď 54η2{3}X}2op . (39)
(So far, it was not necessary for T to be symmetric.) Next, substituting (39) into the bound of
Lemma 18 (and making use of the symmetry of T ) we find
}T ´ T ‹}F ď 9ηptq1{3prankXq1{2}X}op ď 9ηptq1{3r1{2}X}op ,
where the last inequality is from T1. Finally, applying T3 and recalling }X}F “ }T }F, we conclude
}T ´ T ‹}F ď 9µ1{2ηptq1{3}T }F. The claim follows by recalling the definition of ηptq from (35). 
C.3. Projection of observed tensor. Again recalling (10) and (34), we next compare T ‹ “ QpT q,
(the projection of the original tensor) with pT ‹ “ Qp pT q (the projection of the observed tensor).
Lemma 20. Let T P pRdqbk be a deterministic tensor (not necessarily symmetric). Fix inte-
gers a, b ě 1 with a ` b “ k. Suppose we have two E1-measurable square matrices A1 and
A2, of dimensions d
a and db respectively, with }Ai}op ď 1. Let Q ” A1 b A2, and abbreviate
R “ maxtrankA1, rankA2u. For this choice of Q, define T ‹ and pT ‹ as in (34). Then›››unfoldaˆbpT ‹ ´ pT ‹q›››
op
ď 2pk log dq2
ˆ
maxtδ´1,Ru
δ
˙1{2
}T }8
with probability at least 1´ dk expt´38pk log dq2u conditional on E1.
Proof. Let F “ T ´ pT ; it follows from the definitions that F has entries
Fu “ p1´ Iuq
´
1´ Ju
δ2
¯
Tu .
Note that ErFu |E1s “ 0, or equivalently Er pT |E1s “ T . Moreover we have
ess sup |Fu| ď }T }8
δ2
, ErpFuq2|E1s ď }T }
28
δ2
.
If F “ unfoldaˆbpF q then we have
unfoldaˆbpT ‹ ´ pT ‹q “ unfoldaˆbpQpT ´ pT qq “ A1F pA2qt .
The claimed bound then follows from Lemma 16 (and using 2δ2 ě δ). 
Corollary 21. In the setting of Lemma 20, suppose T satisfies T2 and T3, as well as
maxtδ´1,Ru ď dk{2 . (40)
Then, conditional on E1, and with ϑ ” αr{pdk{2δq, we have›››unfoldaˆbpT ‹ ´ pT ‹q›››
op
ď 2pk log dq2pϑ{µq1{2}X}op
with probability at least 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u.
Proof. From T2 and T3 we have
dk{2
δ
}T }28 ď αrµdk{2δ }T }
2
op “ ϑµ}T }
2
op .
Combining with (40) and substituting into Lemma 20 gives the claim. 
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Corollary 22. Let T P pRdqbk be a deterministic tensor (not necessary symmetric) satisfying
Assumption 1 with unfolding parameters pr, α, µq with r ď rmax (as defined by (11)). Fixing t ě 1,
suppose δ satisfies (36), and set λ‹ as in (35). With T ‹ and pT ‹ as in (34), we have
}T ‹ ´ pT ‹}F ď 2pk log dq2ϑ1{2}T }F
with probability at least 1´ 2dk expt´18pk log dq2u.
Proof. Fix a “ tk{2u and b “ rk{2s. Recalling the proof of Corollary 19, with probability at least
1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u the bounds (39) hold, in which case Lemma 17 gives rankQ ď rankX. We
also have rankX ď r by T1. From (10), Q “ A1 bA2 where A1 “ Q and
A2 “
"
QbQ, k “ 3,
Qb Ipb´aq, k ě 4.
As in the proof of Lemma 20 denote F “ T ´ pT , and F “ unfoldaˆbpF q. Then T ‹ ´ pT ‹ “ QpF q,
and the matrix unfoldaˆbpT ‹ ´ pT ‹q “ A1F pA2qt has rank upper bounded by the rank of A1 “ Q.
We have seen that with high probability rankQ ď r — on this event,
}T ‹ ´ pT ‹}F ď r1{2}unfoldaˆbpT ‹ ´ pT ‹q}op .
Condition (40) is satisfied by our assumptions, so we can apply Corollary 21: conditional on E1 it
holds with probability ě 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u that the right-hand side above is
ď 2pk log dq2ϑ1{2
ˆ
r1{2}X}op
µ1{2
˙
“ 2pk log dq2ϑ1{2}X}F, .
where the last step uses T3. The claim follows since }X}F “ }T }F. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The result now follows straightforwardly by collecting the estimates obtained
above. By our assumptions on δ and r, the conditions of Corollaries 19 and 22 are satisfied. By
Corollary 19, it holds with probability at least 1´ dk expt´18pk log dq2u that
}T ‹ ´ pT ‹}F ď 18pk log dq4{3ptµq1{6ϑ1{3}T }F .
By Corollary 22, it holds with probability at least 1´ 2dk expt´18pk log dq2u that
}T ‹ ´ pT ‹}F ď 2pk log dq2ϑ1{2}T }F .
Combining (35) with (36) gives
ϑ
tµ
“ αr
dk{2δtµ
“ $
dk{2δt
ď 1
32pk log dq4t3{2 .
Combining the above bounds gives
}T ´ pT ‹}F ď }T ´ T ‹}F ` }T ‹ ´ pT ‹}F ď 20pk log dq4{3ptµq1{6ϑ1{3}T }F
which concludes the proof. 
Appendix D. Overcomplete random three-tensors
In this section we prove Theorem 2. We have an underlying tensor
T “
ÿ
sďr
as b as b as (41)
where a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3. We contract two copies
of the tensor T together to form the d2 ˆ d2 matrix G, with entries
Gi,j “
ÿ
`ďd
T`i1j1T`i2j2 .
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Equivalently, writing As ” aspasqt, we have
G “
ÿ
s,tďr
xas, atypas b atqpas b atqt “
ÿ
s,tďr
xas, atyAs bAt “ Gdiag `Gcross, (42)
where Gdiag denotes the contribution from the diagonal terms s “ t, while Gcross denotes the
remaining contribution from pairs s ‰ t.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we work under a Bernoulli model for the partially observed tensor:
define three dˆ dˆ d arrays of i.i.d. Berpδq random variables, denoted I, J,K. Define 9Y “ T d I,
:Y “ T d J , ;Y “ T dK. The observed version of G is (cf. (14))
Wi,j “ 1
δ2
ÿ
`ďd
9Y`i1j1 :Y`i2j2 . (43)
Take the singular vectors of W with singular values at least λ‹, let Q : Rd
2 Ñ Rd2 be the orthogonal
projection onto their span, and let Q “ Qb Id. Let pT “ δ´1 ;Y , and pT ‹ “ Qp pT q.
Throughout this Appendix, we use fpd, rq À gpd, rq if fpd, rq ď plog dqCgpd, rq for some constant
C, and fpd, rq — gpd, rq if fpd, rq À gpd, rq and gpd, rq À fpd, rq.
Theorem 5. Let T P pRdqb3 be a standard random tensor (15) satisfying Assumption 2. Suppose
δ2 maxtr, du ě 1, and take pT ‹ as above with threshold parameter (cf. (16))
λ‹ “
ˆ
maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
˙4{5
.
Then it holds with very high probability that (cf. (17))
}T ´ pT ‹}F À ˆmaxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
˙1{5
}T }F .
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is deduced from Theorem 5 in the same way that Theorem 1 is
deduced from Theorem 4. 
D.1. Preliminaries on random vectors. We now collect some basic estimates on random vectors
satisfying condition A3, which we repeat here for convenience:
E exppxx, vyq ď exp
"
τ2}v}2
2d
*
for all v P Rd .
Such vectors will be termed “pτ2{dq-subgaussian.”
Lemma 23. Suppose x is a random vector in Rd satisfying A3. Then
E exp
"
ψ}x}2
2τ2
*
ď 1p1´ ψ{dqd{2 ď exp
"
ψp1` ψ{dq
2
*
,
where the first inequality holds for all 0 ď ψ ă d, and the second holds for all 0 ď ψ ď d{2.
Proof. Let ξ be a standard gaussian random vector in Rd (with covariance Erξξts given by the dˆd
identity matrix Id). Applying A3 then gives, for 0 ď λ ă d{p2τ2q,
E exptλ}x}2u “ E exptp2λq1{2xξ, xyu ď E exp
!λτ2}ξ}2
d
)
“
ˆ
1´ 2λτ
2
d
˙´d{2
,
which proves the first inequality by setting ψ “ 2λτ2. Next note that for 0 ď t ď 1{2 we have
´ logp1´ tq ď tp1` tq. The second inequality then follows, with t “ ψ{d. 
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Lemma 24. Suppose x is a random vector in Rd satisfying A2 and A3. Then
Pp}x}2 ě θq ě 1´ θ
τ2
´ Oplog dq
d1{2
.
for any 0 ď θ ď 1´ 1{plog dq, and it holds for any fixed v P Rd that
Ppdxx, vy2 ě }v}2{100q ě 1
2τ2p8` 3 logpτ2qq .
Proof. Recall that if Z is a non-negative random variable with finite mean, then
ErZ;Z ě Ls “ LPpZ ě Lq `
ż 8
L
PpZ ě zq dz .
Therefore, for any 0 ď θ ď L we can bound
EZ ď θPpZ ď θq ` LPpθ ă Z ă Lq ` ErZ;Z ě Ls
“ L´ pL´ θqPpZ ď θq `
ż 8
L
PpZ ě zq dz
ď L´ pL´ θqPpZ ď θq ` E exppλZq
λ exppλLq . (44)
Taking θ ă mintEZ,Lu and rearranging gives
PpZ ď θq ď L´ EZ
L´ θ `
E exppλZq
pL´ θqλ exppλLq ď 1´
EZ ´ θ
L
` E exppλZqpL´ θqλ exppλLq . (45)
Turning to the proof of the claim, we now take Z “ }x}2, so EZ “ 1 by A2. First, taking θ “ L
in (44) and applying Lemma 23 gives (for any 0 ď ψ ď d{2)
1 ď L` 2τ
2
ψ
E exp
"
ψp}x}2 ´ Lq
2τ2
*
ď L` 2τ
2
ψ
exp
"
ψpτ2p1` ψ{dq ´ Lq
2τ2
*
.
Setting L “ τ2p1` ψ{dq and rearranging gives
τ2 ě 1
1` ψ{d` 2{ψ ě 1´Opd
´1{2q , (46)
where the last inequality is by optimizing over 0 ď ψ ď d{2. Next consider (45), where we again
set L “ τ2p1 ` ψ{dq with 0 ď ψ ď d{2, but now take θ ď 1 ´ 1{plog dq. It follows from (46) that
pL´ θq´1 ď Opplog dq{Lq ď Opplog dq{τ2q. Substituting into (45) gives
Pp}x}2 ď θq ď 1´ 1´ θ
L
` 2τ
2{ψ
L´ θ ď 1´
1´ θ
τ2p1` ψ{dq `
Oplog dq
ψ
ď 1´ 1´ θ
τ2
` Oplog dq
d1{2
,
where the last step is by optimizing over 0 ď ψ ď d{2 as before. This proves the first claim.
For the second claim, note that A3 implies that xx, vy P R1 is τ¯2-subgaussian with τ¯2 “ τ2}v}2{d.
We assume without loss of generality that }v}2 “ d, so that xx, vy is pτ2{dq-subgaussian. We also
have Erxx, vy2s “ 1 by A2. Applying (45) then gives
Ppxx, vy2 ď θq ď 1´ 1´ θ
L
` 2τ
2{ψ
L´ θ E exp
"
ψpxx, vy2 ´ Lq
2τ2
*
.
Applying Lemma 23 with d “ 1 gives (assuming θ ă mint1, Lu and 0 ď ψ ă 1)
Ppxx, vy2 ď θq ď 1´ 1´ θ
L
` 2τ
2 expt´ψL{p2τ2qu
pL´ θqψp1´ ψq1{2 .
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If we take ψ “ 2{3, L “ βτ2 ě 1, and θ ď mintL, 1u{100, then
Ppxx, vy2 ď θq ď 1´ 1
βτ2
ˆ
1´ θ ´ p100{99q3
3{2τ2
exptβ{3u
˙
ď 1´ 1
2τ2p8` 3 logpτ2qq ,
where the last inequality is by taking β “ 8 ` 3 logpτ2q, and recalling θ ď 1{100. This proves the
second claim. 
The following bound is very well known (see for instance [Ver12, Theorem 5.39]); we include the
short proof here in order to have an explicit dependence on τ .
Lemma 25. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A2 and A3; and denote
As ” aspasqt. Suppose r grows polynomially in d. Then, with very high probability,›››› ÿ
sďr
As
››››
op
ď r{d` plog dq6{5 maxtτpr{dq1{2, τ2u ď plog dq5{4 maxtr{d, τ2u .
Proof. Denote x “ as and consider Z “ xxt ´ I{d. Recalling (63), we have }Z}op ď 2τ2 with very
high probability. Write A ď B to denote that B ´ A is positive semidefinite. It holds for any
constant M ě 0 that
0 ď ErZ2s “ Er}x}2xxt ´ I{d2s ď Er}x}2xxts ďMErxxts ` Er1t}x}2 ěMup}x}2 ´Mqxxts .
Taking norms (and applying the triangle inequality and Jensen’s inequality) gives
}ErZ2s}op ďM{d` Erp}x}2 ´Mq}x}2; }x}2 ěM s ď 2τ2{d ,
where the last inequality holds for sufficiently large d by another application of (63). Combining
with the truncated Bernstein bound (Proposition 6) gives, with very high probability,›››› ÿ
sďr
pAs ´ I{dq
››››
op
ď plog dq6{5 maxtτpr{dq1{2, τ2u
The claimed bound follows by using the triangle inequality. 
D.2. Observation of contracted tensor, diagonal component. The key technical step in our
result is the following estimate on W .
Proposition 26. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3;
and suppose r ď d2. Let G and W be as in (42) and (43). If δ2 maxtr, du ě 1, then
}W ´Gdiag}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
,
with high probability.
Proof. Recall the notation As ” aspasqt. Write ast ” asbat, and denote Ast ” astpastqt “ AsbAt.
We also abbreviate Eij ” eipejqt where ei denotes the i-th standard basis vector in Rd. For ` ď d
let I`, J ` denote the dˆ d matrices with entries
pI`qij “ I`ij , pJ `qfg “ J`fg .
Recall from (42) that
G “
ÿ
s,t
xas, atyAst “ Gdiag `Gcross .
The observed version W of G can be decomposed analogously:
W “
ÿ
s,t
Cst dAst “W diag `W cross
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where, for each s, t ď r, we define the d2 ˆ d2 matrix
Cst “ 1
δ2
ÿ
`ďd
as`at`pI` b J `q . (47)
Let E2 denote expectation over the indicators I and J ; and note that E2W diag “ Gdiag. We show
below (Propositions 27 and 28) that
}W diag ´Gdiag}op À max
"
1
dδ1{2
,
r
d3{2δ
*
, (48)
}W cross}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
. (49)
Since W ´Gdiag “ pW diag ´Gdiagq `W cross, the triangle inequality gives the claimed bound. 
We now prove (48) and (49). These proofs are slightly involved, and may not offer much insight
on a casual reading. We supplement these proofs with an analysis of Gdiag and Gcross, given in
Appendix E. In particular, our analysis of W cross is modelled after the analysis of Gcross (which
is easier, and corresponds to the special case δ “ 1). Appendix E is not needed for the proof of
Theorem 2 but may supply some intuition. We now turn to the analysis of
W diag “
ÿ
sďr
Css dAss . (50)
Proposition 27. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3.
Let Gdiag and W diag be as in (62) and (50). If δ2 maxtr, du ě 1, then
}W diag ´Gdiag}op À max
"
1
dδ1{2
,
r
d3{2δ
*
,
with very high probability.
Proof. Let amax denote the maximum of all the values |as,i| (s ď r, i ď d) and |xas, aty| (s ‰ t); we
have amax À d´1{2 with very high probability. Let S` ” I` b J ` ´ E2pI` b J `q and
Z` ” 1
δ2
ÿ
sďr
pas`q2S` dAss “ 1
δ2
ÿ
sďr
pas`q2pdiag assqS`pdiag assq . (51)
Under the randomness of I and J , the matrices Z` are independent with zero mean, and
W diag ´Gdiag “W diag ´ E2W diag “
ÿ
`ďd
Z` .
Note that }E2I`}op “ }δ11t}op “ dδ, while the Bernstein matrix inequality (Proposition 4) gives,
with very high probability, }I` ´ E2I`}op À maxtpdδq1{2, 1u. It follows from the triangle inequality
that }I`}op À maxtdδ, 1u, and so
}S`}op ď }pI` ´ E2I`q b J `}op ` }pE2I`q b pJ ` ´ E2J `q}op À maxtpdδq3{2, 1u .
Recalling the definition (51), we conclude that with very high probability
}Z`}op À rpamaxq
6
δ2
}S`}op À max
"
r
d3{2δ1{2
,
r
d3δ2
*
(52)
Next note that we can express Z` as δ´2S` d T ` where
T ` ”
ÿ
sďr
pas,`q2Ass .
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The d2 ˆ d2 matrix T ` is symmetric, and satisfies the entrywise bound }T `}8 ď rpamaxq6 À r{d3.
Writing M ` ” pT `q2, we compute
Σ` “ E2rZ`pZ`qts “ p1´ δq
2
δ2
ΠpM `qloooooooomoooooooon
Σ`,0
` 1´ δ
δ
M ` d pId b 11tqlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
Σ`,1
` 1´ δ
δ
M ` d p11t b Idqlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
Σ`,2
.
Each Σ`,0 is simply a diagonal matrix, so
}Σ`,0}op ď }M
`}8
δ2
ď d
2p}T `}8q2
δ2
À r
2
d4δ2
.
Let M piq` denote the dˆ d matrix with entries pM piq`qfg “ pM `qif,ig. We can decompose M piq` as
the sum of two components,
M piq`,diag “
ÿ
sďr
pas`q4}as}4pas,iq2As ,
M piq`,cross “
ÿ
s‰t
pas`at`q2xas, aty2as,iat,iaspatqt .
We have }M piq`,cross}op ď r2dpamaxq10 À r2{d4, while
|M piq`,diag}op À d´3}
ÿ
sďr
As}op À maxt1, r{du{d3
using Lemma 25. Combining gives }M piq`}op À maxt1, r2{du{d3, and so
}Σ`,1}op ď 1
δ
›››› ÿ
iďd
Eii bM piq`
››››
op
À maxt1, r
2{du
d3δ
.
It follows from the above estimates that›››› ÿ
`ďd
Σ`
››››1{2
op
À max
"
r
d3{2δ
,
1
dδ1{2
,
r
d3{2δ1{2
*
“ max
"
r
d3{2δ
,
1
dδ1{2
*
.
Combining with (52) and the truncated Bernstein bound (Proposition 6) gives
}W diag ´Gdiag}op À max
"
1
dδ1{2
,
r
d3{2δ
,
r
d3δ2
*
.
It follows from our assumptions that
d3δ2 ě δ2 maxtr, du ě 1 , (53)
and the claim follows. 
D.3. Observation of contracted tensor, cross component. We now turn to analyzing
W cross “
ÿ
s‰t
Cst dAst , (54)
where Cst is as in (47) and Ast ” As bAt.
Proposition 28. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3;
and suppose r ď d2 and δ2 maxtr, du ě 1. Then the matrix W cross of (54) satisfies
}W cross}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability.
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Proof. By the symmetry assumption A1 and the matrix decoupling inequality (Proposition 8), it
suffices to prove the bound of Proposition 28 for
W sign “
ÿ
s‰t
ssttCst dAst
in place of W cross. Recalling the notation Eij ” eipejqt, we have
Cst “
ÿ
i,jďd
Eij b Cpijqst “
ÿ
f,gďd
Cstpfgq b Efg
where Cpijqst and Cstpfgq are dˆ d matrices with entries
pCpijqstqfg “ pCstpfgqqij “ pCstqif,jg .
After some straightforward manipulations we find
W sign “
ÿ
i,jďd
pEij b 11tq d
W pijqhkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj"ÿ
s‰t
ssttAs b pCpijqst dAtq
*
(55)
“
ÿ
f,gďd
p11t b Efgq d
"ÿ
s‰t
ssttpCstpfgq dAsq bAt
*
loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
W fg
. (56)
We will show below (Lemma 29) that
}W pijq}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability. Let E1 denote expectation over I only; we then have E1W pijq “ E1W sign.
Under the assumptions r ď d2 and δ2 maxtr, du ě 1, we show below (Lemmas 29 and 30) that
max
"
}E1W sign}op, }W sign ´ E1W sign}op
*
À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability. The claimed bound follows from the triangle inequality. 
Lemma 29. In the setting of Proposition 28, the matrix W pijq of (55) satisfies
}W pijq}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability.
Proof. Fix i, j and abbreviate Γst ” Cpijqst, so Γst is a dˆ d matrix with entries
pΓstqfg “ 1
δ2
ÿ
`ďd
I`ijJ`fgas`at` .
It follows from the standard Bernstein inequality that, with very high probability,
}Γst}8 À max
"
1
d1{2δ
,
1
dδ2
*
.
Now denote Wst ” Γst dAt, and note that
W pijq “
ÿ
sďr
ssAs b
ˆ ÿ
tPrrszs
ttWst
˙
.
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We can express Wst “ pdiag atqΓstpdiag atq, so, with very high probability,
}Wst}op ď p}at}8q2}Γst}op À d´1}Γst}op ď }Γst}8 À max
"
1
d1{2δ
,
1
dδ2
*
. (57)
Conditional on as, I, J , then the Wst (indexed by t P rrszs) are independent. For f, g ď d we have
pWstpWstqtqfg “ 1
δ4
atfatg
ÿ
kďd
patkq2
ˆ ÿ
uďd
IuijJufkasuatu
˙ˆ ÿ
vďd
IvijJvgkasvatv
˙
.
Let Es denote expectation conditional on as, I, J ; we now estimate Σst ” EsrWstpWstqts, making
use of the symmetry assumption A1. On the diagonal (f “ g), only the u “ v terms survive, so
pΣstqff “ 1
δ4
ÿ
k,uďd
pasuq2IuijJufkErpatfatkatuq2s À max
"
1
pdδq2 ,
1
pdδq4
*
,
where the last bound holds with very high probability over as, I, J . Off the diagonal (f ‰ g) we
must have tu, vu “ tf, gu, so
|pΣstqfg| “
ˇˇˇˇ
1
δ4
asfasgIfijIgij
ÿ
kďd
pJffkJggk ` JgfkJfgkqErpatfatgatkq2s
ˇˇˇˇ
À IfijIgij max
"
1
d3δ2
,
1
pdδq4
*
where the last bound holds with very high probability over as, J . Then, with very high probability
over I, the number of non-zero entries in Σst is À maxt1, pdδq2u, so
}ΠKpΣstq}F À max
"
1
d2δ
,
1
pdδq4 ,
1
pdδq3 ,
*
.
Combining the diagonal and off-diagonal estimates gives altogether›››› ÿ
tPrrszs
Σst
››››
op
À max
"
r
pdδq2 ,
r
pdδq4
*
.
Combining with (57) and the truncated Bernstein bound (Proposition 6) gives›››› ÿ
tPrrszs
ttΓst dAt
››››2
op
À max
"
1
dδ2
,
r
pdδq2 ,
1
d2δ4
,
r
pdδq4
*
.
It then follows from the matrix Rademacher bound (Proposition 7) that
}W pijq}2op À
ˆ
max
sďr
›››› ÿ
tPrrszs
ttΓst dAt
››››2
op
˙›››› ÿ
sďr
As
››››
op
.
with very high probability. Combining with Lemma 25 gives
}W pijq}2op À 1dδ2 max
"ˆ
max
"
1,
r
d
*
¨max
"
1,
r
d
,
1
dδ2
*˙
,
r2
d4δ2
*
.
The claimed bound then follows using the assumptions r ď d2 and δ2 maxtr, du ě 1. 
Lemma 30. In the setting of Proposition 28, with W sign as in (55) and E1 denoting expectation
over I only, the matrix Z “W sign ´ E1W sign satisfies
}Z}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability.
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Proof. Recalling (56), we can further decompose
Zfg “W fg ´ E1W fg “
ÿ
`ďd
Z`fg
where Z`fg is defined as
Z`fg ”
"
1
δ2
J`fgpI` ´ δ11tq d
T `fghkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkjˆÿ
s‰t
ssttas`at`atfatgAs
˙*
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
M`fg
b Efg
Recalling that E1 denotes expectation over I only, we have
E1rM `fgpM `fgqts “ J`fgp1´ δq
δ3
Π
´
T `fgpT `fgqt
¯
.
By a Chernoff bound, we have }T `fg}8 À r{d3 with very high probability, so
}E1rM `fgpM `fgqts}op ď J`fg d}T
`fg}28
δ3
À J`fg r
2
d5δ3
.
Next note that Z`fgpZ`fgqt “ pM `fgpM `fgqtq b Eff , so altogether›››› ÿ
f,gďd
E1rZfgpZfgqts
››››
op
ď max
fďd
" ÿ
`,gďd
}E1rM `fgpM `fgqts}op
*
À r
2 maxtd2δ, 1u
d5δ3
“ r
2
d3δ2
where the bound holds with very high probability over J , and the last step uses (53). The same
argument as in Lemma 29 gives (using r ď d2 and maxtr, duδ2 ě 1)
}Zfg}op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
with very high probability. Combining the above estimates with the truncated matrix Bernstein
inequality (Proposition 6) gives the claimed bound. 
D.4. Tensor completion algorithm. Recall G “ Gdiag ` Gcross from (42), and W “ W diag `
W cross from (43). We have from Proposition 26 that, with very high probability,
 “ }Gdiag ´W }op À maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
. (58)
Choose δ large enough such that   η  1, where η is a parameter to be determined. Let P be
the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of pRdqb2 spanned by singular vectors of Gdiag with
singular values ě 2η. Let Q be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of pRdqb2 spanned
by singular vectors of W with singular values ě η. Denote the complementary projections as
P¯ ” Id2 ´ P and Q¯ ” Id2 ´Q. It follows by Wedin’s theorem (Proposition 5) that
}PQ¯}op ď {η  1. (59)
Recall from (43) the formation of W using indicators I, J . Let K be an independent copy of I, and
let pT denote the tensor with entries p pT qijk “ δ´1KijkTijk. Define the estimatorpT ‹ “ pT pId bQq . (60)
In what follows we will show that pT ‹ is close to T in Frobenius norm, where
}T }2F “
ÿ
sďr
}as}6 `
ÿ
s‰t
xas, aty3 .
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Recalling the proof of Proposition 33, we haveÿ
sďr
}as}6 — r,
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
s‰t
xas, aty3
ˇˇˇˇ
À r
d3{2
,
so altogether }T }F — r1{2.
Lemma 31. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3; and
suppose r grows polynomially in d. Let T be as in (41), and let P¯ “ I ´P as above. Then it holds
with very high probability that }T pId b P¯ q}F À η1{4r1{2.
Proof. Denote θst ” xP¯ pas b asq, P¯ pat b atqy. By definition, }P¯GdiagP¯ }op ď 2η, so
η}as b as}2 ě pas b asqtP¯GdiagP¯ pas b asq “
ÿ
tďr
}at}2pθstq2 ě }as}2pθssq2 . (61)
Let pssqsďr be a collection of symmetric random signs: by assumption A1, the original tensor T is
equidistributed as
T sgn “
ÿ
s
ssas b as b as .
Note that T and T sgn map to the same Gdiag, so the projection matrix P is independent of the
signs ss. Therefore }T pId b P¯ q}2F is equidistributed as
}T sgnpI b P¯ q}2F “
ÿ
sďr
}as}2θss `
ÿ
s
ss
ˆ ÿ
tPrrszs
stxas, atyθst
˙
.
Recall from (61) that |θss| ď η1{2}as}, so the first term is À η1{2r. Meanwhile, by combining (61)
with the decoupling inequality and the Rademacher bound, the second term is À η1{2pr{dq1{2. The
claimed bound follows. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We decompose
T ´ pT ‹ “ T pI b P¯ Q¯q ` T pI b PQ¯q ` pT ´ pT qpI bQq .
Since Q¯ is a projection matrix we have }Q¯}op ď 1, so
}T pI b P¯ Q¯q}F ď }T pI b P¯ q}F À η1{4r1{2 — η1{4}T }F
by Lemma 31. Recall from (59) that }PQ¯}op ď {η  1; we then have
}T pI b PQ¯q}F ď }T }F}PQ¯}op ď p{ηq}T }F .
Lemma 14 gives rankQ ď r, and combining with Lemma 16 gives
}pT ´ pT qpI bQq}F ď r1{2}unfold1ˆ2`pT ´ pT qpI bQq˘}op À ˆ r
d3{2
maxt1, r{du
d1{2δ
˙1{2
}T }F .
The result follows by setting η equal to the parameter λ‹ of the theorem statement, and then
recalling the bound on  from (58). 
Appendix E. Remarks on contracted tensor
This section supplements Appendix D by analyzing G (of (42)). As noted above, the estimates
below are not required for the proof of Theorem 2. We include them because they may supply
some intuition, and may be useful for related problems such as tensor decomposition.
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E.1. Contracted tensor, diagonal component. We begin with the diagonal component
Gdiag “
ÿ
sďr
}as}2pas b asqpas b asqt . (62)
For this component, we have a slightly better estimate if we make the additional assumption that
τ2 ď 21{20. This is due to the following
Corollary 32. Suppose x is a random vector in Rd satisfying A2 and A3 with τ2 ď 21{20. Then
it holds for any deterministic v P Rd that
Pp}x}2 ě 1{100 and dxx, vy2 ě }v}2{100q ě 1{1000
for sufficiently large d.
Proof. Follows by Lemma 24 and a union bound. 
Applying this corollary, we obtain the following estimates for the spectral norm of Gdiag:
Proposition 33. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A2 and A3; and
define Gdiag as in (62). Suppose that r grows at least polynomially in d, i.e., that plog rq{plog dq
stays bounded away from zero.
a. There exists an absolute constant c such that, with very high probability,
}Gdiag}op ě 1´ c
log d
.
b. Suppose additionally that A3 is satisfied with τ2 ď 21{20; and that plog rq{plog dq stays bounded
away from infinity as well as from zero. Then there exists an absolute constant c such that, with
very high probability,
}Gdiag}op ě c
ˆ
1` r{dplog dq3{5
˙
.
Proof. For any s such that as ‰ 0 we have
}Gdiag}op ě xas b as, G
diagpas b asqy
}as b as}2 “ }as}
6 `
ÿ
tPrrszs
xas, aty4
}as}4 ě }as}
6 .
Since r grows at least polynomially in d, Lemma 24 gives maxs }as} ě 1´Op1q{ log d. This implies
the result of (a). Turning to the proof of (b), we will lower bound
}Gdiag}op ě }G
diagu}
}u} , u “
ÿ
sďr
as b as .
From Lemma 23, if x is pτ2{dq-subgaussian, then
Pp}x}2 ě tq ď E exp
"
dp}x}2 ´ tq
4τ2
*
ď exp
"
3d
8
´ dt
4τ2
*
, (63)
so Pp}x}2 ě 2τ2q ď expt´d{8u. For any deterministic v P Rd with }v}2 “ d, we have (by the same
calculation as above, for the case d “ 1)
Ppxx, vy2 ě tq ď E exp
"xx, vy2 ´ t
4τ2
*
ď exp
"
3
8
´ t
4τ2
*
, (64)
so that xx, vy2 ď plog dq6{5 with very high probability. Taking a union bound over r (and using
that r is at most polynomial in d), we conclude that the eventč
sďr
"
}as}2 ď 2τ2 and max
tPrrszs
|xas, aty|2 ď }as}
2plog dq6{5
d
*
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occurs with very high probability. Combining these gives for all s ď r that
κs ”
ÿ
tďr
xas, aty2 ď }as}2
ˆ
}as}2 ` rplog dq
6{5
d
˙
ď 2τ2
ˆ
2τ2 ` rplog dq
6{5
d
˙
,
and so we conclude
}u}2 “
ÿ
sďr
κs ď r ¨ 2τ2
ˆ
2τ2 ` rplog dq
6{5
d
˙
. (65)
We next turn to lower bounding
}Gdiagu}2 “
›››› ÿ
sďr
κs}as}2pas b asq
››››2 “ÿ
s,t
κsκt}as}2}at}2xas, aty2 . (66)
In what follows, we use ci to denote positive absolute constants. By Lemma 24, since r grows
polynomially in d, the eventč
sďr
"
|ts : }as}2 ě 1{2u| ě r
3τ2
and
ˇˇˇˇ"
t P rrszs : xas, aty2 ě }as}
2
100d
*ˇˇˇˇ
ě r
5τ2p8` 3 logpτ2qq
*
occurs with very high probability. Combining these gives for all s ď r that
κs ě }as}2
ˆ
}as}2 ` r{d
100cpτ2q
˙
ě }as}2
ˆ
}as}2 ` c1r
d
˙
.
By Corollary 32, using the additional assumption τ2 ď 21{20, the eventč
sďr
"ˇˇˇˇ"
t P rrszs : }at}2 ě 1
100
and xat, asy2 ě }as}
2
100d
*ˇˇˇˇ
ě r
2000
*
also occurs with very high probability. It follows that for all s ď r,ÿ
tPrrszs
κt}at}2xas, aty2 ě c2r}as}
2p1` r{dq
d
,
and consequently
}Gdiagu}2 ě
ÿ
s
κs}as}2
ˆ
κs}as}6 ` c2r}as}
2p1` r{dq
d
˙
ě c3rp1` r{dq3 . (67)
Combining (65) and (67) proves
}Gdiag}op ě c4p1` r{dqplog dq3{5 .
Combining with the lower bound from (a) gives the result of (b). 
E.2. Contracted tensor, cross component. Recalling (42), we now turn to showing that
Gcross “
ÿ
s‰t
xas, atypas b atqpas b atqt (68)
has smaller spectral norm than Gdiag. We follow a similar argument from [HSSS15, Propn. 5.5].
Proposition 34. Suppose a1, . . . , ar are i.i.d. random vectors in Rd satisfying A1, A2 and A3;
and suppose r grows polynomially in d. Then, with very high probability,
}Gcross} ď plog dq
4τ3
d1{2
maxtr{d, τ2u .
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Proof. Recall the notation As ” aspasqt. Let pss, tsqsďr be a collection of i.i.d. symmetric random
signs. By the symmetry assumption A1, as is equidistributed as ssas where the ss are independent
symmetric random signs, so Gcross is equidistributed asÿ
sďr
ssAs b
ˆ ÿ
tPrrszs
stxas, atyAt
˙
.
In view of the decoupling inequality (Proposition 8), it is enough to prove the claimed bound for
the matrix Gsgn, which is defined as above but with tt in place of st. To this end, let us first bound
the spectral norm of
Gs ”
ÿ
tPrrszs
ttxas, atyAt .
Conditional on as, the summands Gst ” ttxas, atyAt are independent with zero mean. Recalling
(63) and (64), conditional on as it holds with very high probability that
}Gst}op “ |xas, aty|}at}2 ď plog dq
3{5τ2}as}
d1{2
.
Next, arguing similarly as in the proof of Lemma 25, we have
}ErpGstq2|ass}op ď plog dq
6{5τ2}as}2
d2
.
It follows using the truncated Bernstein bound (Proposition 6) that, with very high probability,
}Gs}op ď plog dq
2τ}as}
d1{2
maxtpr{dq1{2, τu
for all s ď r. It also holds with very high probability that maxs }as}2 ď 2τ2. Now consider
Gsgn “
ÿ
sďr
ssAs bGs
— recalling the matrix Rademacher bound (Proposition 7), we shall bound
σpGsgnq “
›››› ÿ
sďr
pAs bGsqpAs bGsqt
››››1{2
op
.
Each pAs bGsqpAs bGsqt is positive semidefinite, so
σpGsgnq ď pmax
s
}Gs}q
›››› ÿ
sďr
AspAsqt
››››1{2
op
ď
´
max
sďr }Gs}
¯´
max
sďr }as}
¯›››› ÿ
sďr
As
››››1{2
op
.
By the preceding estimates together with Lemma 25,
σpGsgnq ď plog dq
3´1{4τ3
d1{2
maxtr{d, τ2u
with very high probability. The claimed result follows by conditioning on the event that the above
bound holds, and then applying Proposition 7. 
